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Lesson Purpose and Criteria 

 The purpose of this lesson is to explore the Earth Charter and find a practical application in the field of 

social justice through speaking. We will cover the following criteria: 

1. Explain the principles and ethical implications of the Earth Charter. 

2. Justify the significance of upholding the right of all living beings to a natural and social environment 

supportive of dignity, health and well-being in bringing about global sustainability. 

3. Examine situations and issues from a systemic perspective. 

4. Discuss how access to education, health care and economic prosperity affect global sustainability. 

5. Compare and contrast human actions and attitudes toward the community of life and their impact on 

global well-being. 

6. Display personal and social responsibility toward achieving global sustainability through service 

learning/civic engagement. 

Preparation for Assignment 

 Define and explain the purpose of the Earth Charter. Provide a general overview of the main pillars by 

reviewing the actual document as a class. Divide students up into four groups and have students read the 

assigned pillar for homework. Create mixed groups of at least one student for each pillar and have students 

explain the crux of the pillar and foster discussion by all group members of its theoretical implications and its 

practical applications. Conclude with a class discussion of each group‟s findings. If students did not reach the 

conclusions on their own, point out the pieces and connections they missed from the Earth Charter. 

Speech Directions 

Geoff Mulgan, Chief Executive at National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts, said 

“Social innovation thrives on collaboration...” In groups, you will identify a Miami/Broward-based non-profit 

organization that has an innovative solution to a pressing social, economic or cultural issue, volunteer with the 

organization and then persuade us to get involved as well.  

The speech will be 13 – 15 minutes with each group member speaking for at least 3 minutes. You will be 

graded as a group for the design and content of the speech while delivery skills and use of Asana will be graded 

individually.   

At least four sources are required defining and exploring the problem (main point one), describing the 

company you‟ve chosen (main point two) and also documenting the gap they are addressing (also main point 

two). What are they doing that set them apart from the rest? A little looking around at similar companies is 

likely required. This research should be evident through oral citations during the presentation, oral citations 



included in the outline and APA citation information on your Reference page. The Outline will strictly follow 

Monroe‟s Motivated Sequence. See the sample and template for details. 

One of the biggest challenges for any non-profit organization is staffing. To help address real time issues 

in our community and to gain hands-on experience with the issue and organization, you will be required to do 

15 volunteer hours with the organization over the course of the semester. Main point three will address the 

future of this issue and company, including your own experiences there. Help us understand what the future 

could look like based on your research and direct experience. This point is about visualizing the future – the 

majority of the company discussion belongs in main point two. Use both pathos and logos here as this is the 

most persuasive part of the speech. Consider how to get your audience emotionally invested, but also 

incorporate any projected statistics. This point does not look at the work the organization has already 

accomplished or is accomplishing, but instead looks at the future of the issue. Are there any upcoming plans and 

projects does the company have? 

Be sure to end your speech with a Call to Action and not a last thought. What specifically and 

reasonably can the audience do to get involved with the organization? You will design a one-page digital flyer to 

recruit your audience to help. Be sure your call to action is reasonable for your particular audience. The flyer 

will be on display during your speech. A multi-slide presentation aid is not permitted – only the one page flyer. I 

suggest using www.canva.com flyer template. Based on a private vote at the conclusion of speeches, the group 

that receives the most prospective volunteers will receive extra credit. 

In an effort to learn about collaborative software being employed in the modern business world, you will 

use https://asana.com/ to manage the project and create accountability. Each section of the presentation should 

have a task, a due date and an assignee. If someone misses a deadline, ping them through the comments. The 

following is a comprehensive list of tasks to be created in the program, though additional tasks may be added at 

your discretion: Group Creation/Task Assignment, Problem Research, Organization/Solution Research, Similar 

Companies Research, Oral citations, Finalize Outline, Finalize References, and Video practice. Should any 

accountability issues arise, I will look to Asana for answers. In the absence of activity on the site, all will be 

held equally accountable for the final product. Name the group after your organization. Add me to your 

group using my email address (mgrossm1@mdc.edu). Unlock your tasks for all group members to see. Being 

active on the project through this website is part of your grade so doing everything at the last minute will not 

count. 

A video practice needs to be recorded with everyone present and uploaded to YouTube by midnight the 

night before presentations. A compilation of individual recordings will not be accepted. Upload the link to the 

appropriate task in Asana. The Outline and References should be turned into the dropbox prior to speech day. 

Point Breakdown 

 

Structure 10 points Introduction (attn grabber, thesis, preview), Transitions, Body adheres to 

organizational pattern, Conclusion (summary, restatement of thesis, last 

thought), Oral Citations, MMS applied 

Content 20 points Time 13 - 15 minutes, Individual 3 minutes, Incorporated pathos and logos, 

Each main point fully and logically supported, Explores issue, organization 

and future of both 

Flyer 5 points Color choices make sense based on American culture and topic, Attn 

http://www.canva.com/
https://asana.com/
mailto:mgrossm1@mdc.edu


grabber used (verbal or visual), Gives specific information for audience to 

get involved, Simply and creatively worded, Images supplement words and 

create visual message, Intuitive flow from top to bottom. 

Delivery 10 points Eyes (scanning entire audience, light use of notes, avoided looking at 

prezi), Gestures (use of box, one hand free from outline), Vocals (loud, 

articulate, use of „reporter voice‟), Use of outline not notecards 

Outline & 

References 

10 points Conforms to template, Use of keywords, Noted organizational pattern, Full 

oral citations included and highlighted, 4 credible sources, APA format of 

Reference page 

Outline Draft, 

Asana, Video 

Practice 

10 points Outline draft submitted on time, Video practice a rough approximation of 

actual speech and completed on time, Must be done as a group and not 

piecemeal videos, Asana used to monitor project 

Total 65 points  

 


